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With an aim to include the contribution of surface tension in the action of the boundary, we
define the tangential pressure in terms of surface tension and Normal curvature in a more naturally
geometric way. For a thin shell approximation of a static spherically symmetric surface and for weak
and slowly varying fields, the negative tangential pressure is chosen to be analogous to S , where S
is the classical surface tension. First, by a suitable choice of the enveloping surfaces, we show that
the negative tangential pressure is independent of the four-velocity of a very thin hyper-surface.
Second, using suitable definition of the normal curvature for such a surface layer, we relate the
3-pressure of a surface layer to the normal curvature and the surface tension. Third, using the fact
that the tangential pressure on the surface layer is independent of the four-velocity and a central
force interaction, we relate the surface tension S to the energy of the surface layer. Four, we show
that the delta like energy flows across the hypersurface will be zero for such a representation of
intrinsic 3-pressure. Five, for the weak field approximation and for static spherically symmet- ric
configuration, we deduce the classical Kelvins relation between surface tension, pressure difference
and mean curvature from this sort of representation of negative tangential pressure in terms of
surface tension S and the normal curvature. Six, using the representation of tangential pressure in
terms of surface tension and normal curvature, we write a modified action for the boundary having
contributions both from surface tension and normal curvature of the surface layer. Also we propose
a method to find the physical action assuming a reference background, where the background is +
not flat. (The g or just g has been chosen to represent the metric coefficent of the hypersurface of
V+ space which is time-like surface layer here. The g represents the metric coefficient of the space
like hypersurface of V space.)
I. INTRODUCTION
In General relativity,an energy - momentum tensor
concentrated on a time - like hypersurface is called a
surface layer.Einstein’s equations relate it to the jumps
of the second fundamental form equivalent to the extrin-
sic curvature.The algorithms to calculate the same has
been given in[1]-[6]. A Surface layer has no component
in the normal direction ,otherwise the delta like char-
acter would be destroyed.Hence an ideal fluid with non
- vanishing pressure cannot be concentrated on an ar-
bitrarily thin region therefore in most cases this layer
is composed of dust. Additionally, an intrinsic 3- pres-
sure has been taken into account in[7][8]. The absence
of radial pressure has been illustrated by assumption
of identical particles moving on circular orbits [9],[10]
and [11]. The intrinsic 3-pressure and surface tension
are of both dimensions force per unit length. The 3-
pressure(equal to tangential pressure) of a surface layer
has been related to surface tension in [12]. In [12] ,neg-
ative tangential pressure depends on the four-velocity of
the hypersurface.We make the tangential pressure inde-
pendent of four-velocity on the surface layer. This we
do by a suitable choice of two enveloping surfaces V+
and V− embedding the surface layer. V+ has time-like
hypersurface and V− has space-like hypersurface. The
neighborhood points of the hypersurface of V+ represent
the outermost regions of the surface.V+ is a hyperboloid
sheet curved upwards.(see sec. VI). The hypersurface of
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V+ has positive normal curvature.The V− space is a hy-
perboloid sheet curved downwards. The points in the
neighbourhood of V− are inside the surface.The hyper-
surface of V− space is the inner surface of the patch
on the surface layer. This hypersurface only overlaps
a thin region of the hypersurface of V+.These two hyper-
surfaces don’t intersect,so there are no inner boundaries
[13]. The hypersurface of V− has negative normal cur-
vature.A discussion of surface layer based on the second
fundamental form has been done in [14]. The second fun-
damental form must not be equal in the two enveloping
manifolds having a common boundary. It must have op-
posite signs for the surface layer to exist. The surface
layer is the time-like hypersurface of V+ space.This de-
scription of the surface makes the tangential pressure on
the surface layer independent of the four-velocity. The
points on the surface layer become stationary. We there-
fore consider the surface tension of the surface layer as
a central force interaction.For this choice of a surface,
surface tension arises only from the internal interactions
of the points on surface layer. Therefore we assume the
work done by the stretching force of surface tension to be
stored as energy of the surface layer. There can be dif-
ferent phenomenological representations of ταβ ,the nega-
tive tangential pressure to arrive at the classical Kelvin’
relation. Here we have used the definition of normal cur-
vature H of the time-like hypersurface of V+ space as the
analogue of Mean curvature,represented by H in kelvin’s
formula [15]. Normal curvature has been preferred since
it only depends on the point on the patch of the surface
layer where it is calculated.Also it only depends on the
sense of the normal of the enveloping spaces of the hy-
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2persurface.The sum of the normal curvatures of surface
is defined as the product of the m.etric and the second
fundamental tensor.Note that the second fundamental
tensor is equivalent to the extrinsic curvature Kµν of the
hypersurface.We know that the extrinsic curvature de-
fines how a hypersuface bends in the space-time in which
it is embedded [16].The dimension of the enveloping space
is only one greater than that of the hypersurface.This
ensures that there will only be one unique linearly in-
dependent normal curvature of the hypersurface of V+
space which is the surface layer here. We calculate the
pressure difference across the surface layer.For this we
use the change in the divergence of the unit normal in
the two enveloping spaces i.e.V+ and V−.
The paper proceeds as follows:Section 2 contains Kelvin’s
relation for non - relativistic surface tensions discussed
in [12].Also here we give a brief of the representation of
tangential pressure in [12]. We justify our representa-
tion of the same.In section 3, we discusses the definition
of normal curvature of hypersurface.Also we define the
tangential pressure in terms of the normal curvature and
Surface tension tensor. In Section 4,we establish the ab-
sence of delta -like energy flows across the surface ,for our
choice of phenomenological representaion of negative tan-
gential pressure on the surface layer which is τα,β here.
Also we derive a relationship between the surface tension
tensor of the hypersurface and the energy- momentum
tensor of the enveloping surface.Here we also prove that
for weak field approximation and atleast for static spher-
ically symmetric configuration of constant radii ,our ex-
pression for pressure difference across the surface layer re-
duces to the Classical Kelvin’s relation between pressure
difference across the surface,surface tension and the mean
curvature.In the last part of this section,we write a modi-
fied action for the boundary.This action has contribitions
both from the normal curvature as well as the surface
tension term of the hypersurface,which represents the
surface layer.We also propose a method to calculate the
physical action assuming a reference background,where
the background is not flat. Appendix I we have illus-
trated the use of Gaussian Normal cordinates to repre-
sent the enveloping surfaces of the hypersurface.Also we
show a diagrammatic representation of our manifold.In
Appendix II we show that the negative of the divergence
of the unit normal in the Vn+1 enveloping space is the
mean curvature of the hypersurface. Therefore mean cur-
vature is negative of the expression for normal curvature
[17].
II. CLASSICAL SURFACE TENSIONS
For a drop of liquid in vacuum,whose equilibrium con-
figuration is a spherical one,Kelvin’s relation [15] between
surface tension S,pressure difference(outer minus inner
pressure)∆P and mean curvature H(where H = 1/R for
a sphere of radius R) reads:
∆P = −2HS (1)
Here S is a material dependent constant and an energy
S.∆A is needed to increase the surface area by ∆A.This
supports the description of −S as a kind of intrinsic pres-
sure [12].In addition for a non - spherically symmetric
surface,the mean curvature H in eq(1) may be obtained
from the principal curvature radii R1 , R2 by means of
the relation
H =
1
2R1
+
1
2R2
(2)
In [12],they have defined the negative tangential pressure
on surface layer as:
ταβ = −S(gαβ + uαuβ) (3)
where uαuα = −1.Here and gαβ is the metric coefficent
of the hypersurface,uα is the four-velocity parallel to the
hypersurface and S is the classical surface tension.They
have defined ∆P which is the pressure difference across
the hypersurface as :
∆P = −2HA = 1
2
(k+αβ + k
−
αβ)τ
αβ (4)
where k+αβ and k
−
αβ are the second fundamental tensor of
the enveloping spaces on both sides of the hypersurface.H
is the mean curvature of a boundary defined on the
hypersurface.They define the boundary at a fixed mo-
ment by using a curl free four-velocity.That is their four-
velocity is the gradient of some scalar.They then define
the principal curvature directions inside the above de-
fined boundary.The effect of pressure anisotropy on sur-
face tension of compact stars has been studied in [21].To
simplify things , we have used the normal curvature of
the surface layer.We use normal curvature to define tan-
gential pressure in terms of the surface tension tensor
to give it a more natural geometric meaning.A scalar-
invariant form of curvature has been used to simulate
free surface flows with surface tension in [22].The pref-
erence of scalar-invariant form of curvature over mean
curvature has also been suggested in [23].Also see the
representation of surface tension force and curvature in
[24],[25],[26],[27],[28]. Note that the surface layer here is
the hypersurface of the V+ space. Recall that the neigh-
bourhood points of V+ enveloping space represent the
outermost regions of the source (see fig.1). We use the
fact that the normal curvature as per its definition only
depends on the point of the hypersurface at which it is
defined and the sense of the normal.Also if we assume two
enveloping spaces on opposite sides of the surface layer.
The negative of the divergence of the unit normal in these
enveloping spaces represents the mean curvature of the
surface layer.We don’t need any constraint equation on
the hypersurface as in [12].By suitable description of the
3surface, we make the surface layer independent of four-
velocity.The tangential pressure on the hypersurfaces of
V+ and V− is negative.This is because a very thin hyper-
surface is assumed to be massless [18].The normal cur-
vature is defined at a point P on the surface layer.Recall
that the surface layer here is the time-like hypersurface of
V+ space.It is on a patch of surface composed of overlap
of hyperboloid of two sheets.The sheet which is curved
upwards at the point P is the V+ space. The points in
the neighborhood of which lie on the outermost regions of
the source.The other sheet curved downwards at P is the
V− space. The neighbourhood points of which lie inside
the source. V− space has a space-like hypersurface.We
thus assume that the negative tangential pressure on the
surface layer is independent of the four-velocity.This is
because of the overlap of two suitably defined spaces V+
and V− on the patch around P.The hypersurfaces of V+
and V− do not intersect,so there are no inner bound-
aries.We recall that the norm of four velocity is positive
on the space -like hypersurface and negative on the time-
like hypersurface.Thus our negative tangential pressure
is dependent only on the metric of the hypersurface and
the way the normal to the hypersurface bends in the em-
bedding space-time.In other words, how the hypersurface
bends in the space in which it is embedded.
III. NORMAL CURVATURE IN CURVED
SPACE-TIME
To obtain a general relativistic analogue to Kelvin’s
relation(1),we define the normal curvature of the Time -
like hypersurface Σ.This Σ is contained in a space -time
V4.V4 is the space-time formed by two locally connected
regions V+ and V− (see Sec. II). We use the Extrinsic
curvature of the hypersurface[13].This is because the ex-
trinsic curvature by its definition measures the bending of
the hypersurface Σ in the space-time in which it is embed-
ded.For static spherically symmetric configurations and
for weak fields a delta - like negative tangential pres-
sure coincides with the classical surface tension- [12] and
[19].This V+ space is a hyperboloid sheet curved upwards
on the surface.Also the points in its neighborhood lie on
the outermost region of the source.Using the massless-
ness of the surface layer,we ensure that the tangential
pressure on it is negative.We define the surface tension
on the outermost region of the source in terms of the
negative tangential pressure on the massless hypersur-
face of the V+ space. On this hypersurface the energy
momentum tensor is T ki = τki.δΣ [19].
ταβ = g
µνKµνSαβ (5)
Here ταβ is the negative tangential pressure on the hy-
persurface of V+.V+ space has time-like hypersurface ,the
neighbourhood points of which lie on the outermost re-
gion of the source. Here gµν is the metric on this hyper-
surface.Also a+ij is the metric coefficient of V+space and
a−ij is the metric coefficient of V− space. Here Sαβ > 0
Therefore H the analogue of classical mean curvature in
Kelvin’s relation (eq.1) here reads:
H = gµνKµν (6)
In our case, H is the normal curvature of Hypersurface of
V+(x
µ) where:xµ (s) µ = 0, 2, 3 (see. Appendix I). Kµν
is the extrinsic curvature of the hypersurface.Kµν is also
called the Second Fundamental form of the sub- man-
ifold i.e the hypersurface [20].We know from Differential
geometry that the inner product of Second fundamen-
tal form and metric will give the Normal curvature of
the sub-manifold which is the hypersurface here.The nor-
mal curvature, therefore like the Second fundamental
form and the metric just depends on the point where
we find the normal curvature and the direction of the
tangent drawn to the curve at that point.It is a scalar
invariant and its sign is positive or negative. This de-
pends on whether the displacement vector between the
point of contact of the two enveloping surfaces with the
hypersurface and a neighbourhood point lies on one or
the other side of the tangent plane drawn at the point of
contact.
Recall that the enveloping manifold V4 is formed of two
locally connected regions V + and V −.It is a Hyperboloid
with a thin overlapping region which represents the hy-
persurface of the V+ manifold(see fig. 1).The normal cur-
vature is taken at any point P on the hypersurface. This
is the point of contact of the hyperboloid sheets with the
hypersurface of V+ space.The V
+ space has positive nor-
mal curvature.This is because it is a hyperboloid sheet
curved upwards. The V − space has negative normal cur-
vature.This is because it is a hyperboloid sheet curved
downwards. The extrinsic curvature represents how the
hypersurface is embedded in the enveloping surface V4.It
is given as:
Kµν =
1
2
LnPµν (7)
where Ln is the Lie -derivative along the normal vector
field to the hypersurface [20].The Tensor Pµν is the
projection tensor defined on the hypersurface Σ of V+
space.It projects any vector in the enveloping manifold
V4 tangent to the hypersurface.
Pµν = gµν − σnµnν (8)
Here nµ is the unit normal vector to the hypersurface
such that nµn
µ = σ.If we choose nµ ,the normal vector
field to the hypersurface in Gaussian co-ordinates such
that it is geodesic everywhere in the neighbourhood of
the hypersurface.Then we can write extrinsic curvature
Kµν as:
Kµν =
1
2
Lngµν (9)
4Let us consider a hypersurface Σ with co-ordinates xµ
; µ = 0, 2, 3 which is orthogonally cut by co-ordinate
lines of parameter x1.The parameter x1 measures the arc
length along the geodesics from x1 = 0 in the orthogonal
direction to it.The parameter x1 exists in the immediate
neighbourhood of the hypersurface x1 = 0.We assume
that these geodesics don’t cross each other in the im-
mediate neighbourhood of the hypersurface. Since the
hypersurface coordinates have no dependence on orthog-
onal vector field ∂∂x1 ,therefore the vector field
∂
∂x1 gener-
ates a one-parameter family of symmetries of the metric
gµν .(We use gµν instead of g
+
µν to represent the metric
coefficient of the hypersurface of V+ space.Therefore we
can write:
Lngµν = 0 (10)
∇µnν +∇νnµ = 0 (11)
Here eq 10 is the Lie - derivative of the metric of the
hypersurface with respect to the normal vector field to
it ,which is zero.Eq.11 is the co-variant derivative of the
normal vector field.Since the orthogonal trajectories to
the hypersurface are taken to be geodesics everywhere,
Therefore we can write:
∂
∂x1
gµν = 0 (12)
The (eq 7) above is a more general case.This is when
the normal vector field is not geodesics everywhere in the
neighbourhood of the hypersurface.In our case,we use the
Gaussian normal coordinates(see Sec. VI) with the nor-
mal vector field geodesic everywhere in the neighbour-
hood of the hypersurface (eq 7) can be written as below:
Kµν =
1
2
Lngµν (13)
When the integral curves of the normal vector field nµ
are geodesics ,the lie-derivative of the second term in the
Projection operator i.e nν∇νnµ which is the acceleration
goes to zero. So,from (eq 11) we can write:
Kµν =
1
2
Lngµν = ∇µnν (14)
which for the special case of gaussian normal coordinates
where the orthogonal vector field is the killing vetor field
for the metric of the hypersurface reduces to zero.But its
value varies from reference to reference. Most generally
the definition of extrinsic curvature i.e.kµν is:
Kµν = ∇µnν − σnµnν (15)
Now going back to our definition of H in equ 6.In our
case it is the normal curvature of a given point P on the
hypersurface.From equ’s 6 and 13 we can write:
H = gµν∇µnν (16)
Using metric compatibility on the hypersurface we can
write:
H = ∇µnµ (17)
The term∇µnµ in the above eq. measures the divergence
of unit normal to the surface layer in its V+ envelop-
ing space.Therefore ,ταβ which is the negative tangential
pressure on this hypersurface can now be written as:
ταβ = ∇µnµSαβ (18)
We can prove in Riemannian geometry that negative
of the divergence of unit normal in the enveloping space
isthe mean curvature of the hypersurface(see Sec. VII).
Therefore eq.17 becomes :
ταβ = HSαβ (19)
ταβ = −[mean curvature of hypersurface]Sαβ
IV. DELTA -LIKE ENERGY FLOWS ACROSS
THE SURFACE
A. Surface Tension and Energy-Momentum of the
Surface Layer
The orthogonal vetor field nµ which generates a one-
parameter family of symmetries of the metric gµν of the
surface layer.(see Sec. III).This orthogonal vector field
nµ is a killing vector for the surface tension tensor Sαβ .
This is because the surface tension in our case is inde-
pendent of the four-velocity.It is proportional only to the
metric of the surface layer.Therefore the Lie -derivative
of the surface tension tensor along the orthogonal vector
field should be zero :
LnSαβ = 0 (20)
The Lie-derivative of the surface tension tensor Sαβ eval-
uated in the gaussian normal coordinates (see sec. III) is
as follows:
LnSαβ = n
σ ∂
∂xσ
(Sαβ) +
∂
∂xα
(nλ)Sλβ +
∂
∂xβ
(nλ)Sαλ
(21)
Recall x1 is the parameter that varies along the in-
tegral curves of the vector field nµ (see sec. III).The
vector field nµ is orthogonal to the surface layer.Note
that the surface layer here is the hypersurface of V+
enveloping space. then in this particular choice of co-
ordinates,the vector field nµ = ( ∂∂x1 )
µ has components
nµ = (0, 1, 0, 0).Herexµ;µ = 0, 2, 3 are the coordinates
on the surface layer i.e. hypersurface Σ. of V+ space.
Therefore ,we write:
LnSαβ =
∂
∂x1
(Sαβ) +
∂
∂xα
(1)Sλβ +
∂
∂xβ
(1)Sαλ (22)
The second and the third terms vanish and we write:
∂
∂x1
(Sαβ) = 0 (23)
5In (eq 1) ,we give example to prove that the surface ten-
sion has the dimensions of intrinsic pressure.We know
that the integral I of a scalar functionφ over a n-manifold
is:
I =
∫
φ
√
gdnx (24)
Here g is the determinant of the metric on the mani-
fold which is n-fold here.We write the integral of the
scalar function Sαβdx
αdxβ along any one dimension of
the hypersurface below.The energy EΣ of the hypersur-
face,which is a 3-manifold here is
EΣ =
∫
Sαβdx
αdxβ
√
gdx (25)
or using the metric to raise the indices we write:
EΣ =
∫
Sαβg
αβdxβdx
β√gdx (26)
We interpret the above expression as the energy stored in
the hypersurface due to the stretching force of the surface
tension along any one dimension of the hypersurface.We
can do so here because our negative tangential pressure
on the surface has no dependence on the four velocity
of the surface layer.This is due to choice of the surface
composed of overlap of spaces V+ and V−.Recall V+ has
a time-like hypersurface V− has space-like hypersurface.
Therefore:
g±µνU
µUν = ∓1 (27)
The above eq. implies that the norm of the four-velocity
is -1 on the time-like hypersurface of V+ space and +1
on the space-like hypersurface of V−. This means that
the points on the surface layer are stationary.That is the
surface tension arises only due to the interactions of such
stationary points on the surface layer.We know that the
internal interactions between points on a surface are al-
ways central.Therfore we can say that the work done by
the stretching force of surface tension is stored as energy
on this hypersurface.We express the energy of the hy-
persurface in terms of the energy-momentum tensor of
the enveloping space V4,which is made up of two locally
connected regions V+ and V− :∫
niT
ijnj
√
gd3x (28)
The term niT
ij represents the conserved current on the
time - like hypersurface of V+.This is because ∇jniT ij
is zero.We can recall that the energy-momentum tensor
concentrated on a time-like hypersurface is called the sur-
face layer in General relativity.That is the hypersurface of
V+ space ,the neighbourhood points of which represent
the outermost region of the source is the surface layer
here.We use the stokes’ theorm and relate the divergence
of the vector field to its value on the boundary :∫
M
dnx
√
g∇µV µ =
∫
∂M
dn−1y
√
γnµV
µ (29)
We can say that the expression
∫
niT
ijnj
√
gd3x is con-
stant on the boundary.The boundary here is the hyper-
surface embedded in the V+ manifold. We use the fact
that the energy due to the stretching force of the surface
tension is stored on the hypersurface and write:∫
Sαβg
αβdxβdx
β√gdx =
∫
niT
ijnj
√
gd3x (30)
or∫
Sαβg
αβ√gd3x =
∫
niT
ijnj
√
gd3x (31)
Here g is the determinant of the metric on the hyper-
surface.From 31 we write:
Sαβ = ninjT
ijgαβ (32)
The coordinates on the hypersurface are xµ = 0, 2, 3 so
we write:
S00 + S22 + S33 = ninjT
ij(g00 + g22 + g33) (33)
or
S00+S22+S33 = ninjT
ij 1
2
(a+11+g00+g22+g33+a
−
11+g00+g22+g33)
(34)
The metric on the enveloping space V+ is a
+
11dx
2
1 +
gµνdx
µdxν(see.Appendix. I). We assumed that the sur-
face V+ is a hyperboloid sheet curved upwards and
with positive normal curvature at the point of con-
tact P of the hyperboloid sheet with the hypersurface
(see.Sec. III).Therefore a+11 = 1. The metric on the
V− embedding surface is a−11dx
2
1 +g
−
µνdx
µdxν .Recall that
V− is the hyperboloid sheet curved downwards.Also V−
has negative normal curvature (see.Sec. III).Therefore
a−11 = −1.Thus we write:
Sαβ = ninjT
ij 1
2
(a+ij + a
−
ij) (35)
Here a+ij and a
−
ij are the metric coefficients for the V+
and V− spaces respectively. We know from eq.18 that
the Pressure across the surface will be given by:
τ11 = ∇µnµS11 (36)
From eq.35 we get:
S11 = ninjT
ij 1
2
(a+11 + a
−
11) = ninjT
ij 1
2
(1 +−1) = 0
(37)
Using the result of eq. 23 and eq.12 ,we write the energy
flow across the hypersurface as :
∂
∂x1
(ninjT
ij) =
∂
∂x1
(Sαβg
αβ) = 0 (38)
Note that the orthogonal vector field ∂∂x1 is a killing vec-
tor of the metric of the hypersurface of V+. Now we show
6that for weak -fields and spherically symmetric configu-
ration with constant radii R,the expression of eq.18 i.e.
ταβ = ∇µnµSαβ gives the same result for pressure differ-
ence across the surface as eq.1.
δταβ = δ∇µnµSαβ +∇µnµδSαβ (39)
The term δSαβ is zero due to eq.14.There is no change
in surface tension across the surface.Therfore we write :
δταβ = δ∇µnµSαβ (40)
For weak fields replace ∇µnµ with ∂µnµ and write:
δ∂µn
µ = δ
∂
∂xµ
(nµ) (41)
∂nµ is tangential to the surface.Therefore we write the
above as:
δ∂µn
µ = δ∂µ(et) = ∂µ(et)− ∂µ(−et) (42)
.Here et is the unit tangent vector to the V+ surface,which
is a hyperboloid sheet curved upwards and with positive
normal curvature at the point of contact P with the hy-
persurface.In the same way, −et is the unit tangent vector
to the V− surface,which is a hyperboloid sheet curved
downwards and with negative normal curvature at the
point of contact P with the hypersurface.For a spheri-
cally symmetric surface of constant radii R:
∂et
∂l
=
±1
R
(43)
Here ∂l is the arc length along the surface.The positive
sign is for a surface with positive normal curvature and
the negative sign for a surface with negative normal cur-
vature at a common point of contact.We write
δ∂µn
µ =
∂l
∂xµ
δ(
∂
∂l
et) =
∂
∂l
(et)− ∂
∂l
(−et) (44)
δ∂µn
µ =
∂
∂l
(
l
R
)− ∂
∂l
(
−l
R
) =
2
R
(45)
The term ∂l∂xµ goes to unity for ∂x
µ → 0.This is because
∂xµ is tangential to the surface.Therefore we write eq.18
for weak fields and static spherically symmetric configu-
ration of constant radii as :
δταβ =
2
R
Sαβ (46)
The mean curvature of a hypersurface is the negative
of the divergence of unit normal in the enveloping space.
,therefore we express the pressure difference δταβ in terms
of the mean curvature for weak fields as:
δταβ =
−2
R
Sαβ (47)
This reduces to the expression of eq.1 which is the kelvin’s
relation between surface tension S,pressure difference ∆P
and mean curvature H.
B. Action : Non-compact Geometries with no
inner boundaries
We start with the covariant Lorentzian action [13]for
a metric g and generic matter fields φ:
I(g, φ) =
∫
M
[
R
16Π
+ Lm(g, φ)] +
1
8pi
∮
∂M
K (48)
where R is the scalar curvature of g,Lm is the mat-
ter lagrangian,and K is the trace of the extrinsic cur-
vature of the boundary.The surface term is required
so that the action yields the correct equations of mo-
tion subject only to the condition that the three metric
and matter fields on the boundary remain fixed.The ac-
tion (eq.48)is well defined for spatially compact geome-
tries,but diverges for non-compact ones.To define the ac-
tion for non-compact geometries,one must choose a ref-
erence background goφo.We require that this background
be a static solution to Einstein’s equations.The physical
action is then the difference
Ip(g, φ) ≡ Ip(g, φ)− Ip(go, φo) (49)
Ip is finite for a class of fields g,φ which asymptotically
approach go, φo.For Asymptotically flat space-times,the
appropriate background is flat space with zero matter
fields,and the action of (eq.48) reduces to the familiar
form of the gravitational action
Ip(g, φ) =
∫
M
[
R
16pi
+ Lm] +
1
8pi
∮
∂M
(K −Ko) (50)
where Ko is the trace of the extrinsic curvature of the
boundary embedded in flat space time.However,when
matter (or a cosmological constant)is included,one may
wish to consider spacetimes which are not asymtotically
flat.In this case one cannot use flat space as the back-
ground,and one must use the more general form of the
action (eq.49).For the geometry of the kind discussed in
(see Fig. 1), we propose an action
I =
∫
M
[
R
16pi
+ Lm] +
∮
∂M
1
8pi
∇µnµSαβgαβ (51)
where the term∇µnµ in general represents the sum of
the normal curvatures in n-mutually orthogonal direc-
tions ,Sαβg
αβ represents the the surface tension.In the ac-
tion of(eq.51),when the boundary surface will have maxi-
mum normal curvature,the contribution from the surface
tension to the energy of the hypersurface will be mini-
mal.When the boundary surface has minimal contribu-
tion from the normal curvature,the surface tension con-
tributes maximum to the energy of the hypersurface.This
happens in the same sense as in a classical bubble having
fixed pressure difference,which depends on the mean cur-
vature and the surface tension. If the contribution of the
curvature decreases,it is made up by the surface tension
and vice versa.The decrease of surface tension with higher
curvature for classical liquid-interface has been studied in
7[29],[30].We define a reference background for calculating
the boundary term.For a general case ,this is a hyper-
surface whose sum of the normal curvatures in all its
n-directions is zero,i.e. the hypersurface is minimal.The
physical action for the boundary surface is∮
∂M
∇µnµSαβgαβ =
∮
∂M
[∇µnµSαβgαβ ]−
∮
∂M
[∇µnµSαβgαβ ]0
(52)
Integrating the first term on the R.H.S. of (eq.52)∮
∂M
[∇µnµSαβgαβ ] = ∇µnµ
∮
∂M
Sαβg
αβ (53)
where∇µnµ is the sum of normal curvatures ,which is
a scalar invariant.Recall from (eq.32),the integral of the
surface tension term gives the energy of the hypersur-
face.Note that the manifold in our case(see Fig. 1)and
(see Sec. II) is formed by the overlap of two spaces
V+ and V− respectively.So,there are no inner bound-
aries.Also recall that the hypersurfaces are assumed to be
massless.The tangential pressure on them is independent
of the four-velocity by construction.In the second inte-
gral,the term [∇µnµSαβgαβ ]0 is zero.Therefore [∇µnµ]0
is zero,as the sum of normal curvatures for a minimal sur-
face, taken as reference background vanishes.Therefore
the second integral will generate a constant term. This
constant term is the boundary contribution of the refer-
ence backbround.
V. CONCLUSIONS:
Our purpose is to represent surface tension in a more
generalized and natural geometric way.We express the
tangential presssure in terms of normal curvature of the
surface layer.Normal curvature is defined using the ex-
trinsic curvature of the surface layer.We consider a very
thin surface layer.Using a time-like hypersurface and
a space-like hypersurface overlapping its inner patch,
the tangential pressure on the surface is defined to
be independent of the four-velocity.This has been re-
formulated and simplified compared with the result of
[12].Therefore,the surface tension is also independent of
four-velocity of the surface layer.It only depends upon
the metric of the surface layer and how the hypersurface
bends in the space-time in which it is embedded.This
way of representation can be claimed to be more natu-
rally geometric.Normal curvature is defined only in terms
of the point where it is calculated on the hypersur-
face.It does not require any definition of boundary on
the hypersurface as in.It is more generalized.This is be-
cause the boundary is free from constraints to be im-
posed on the Four-velocity of the hypersurface as in
[12].The enveloping space is m-dimensional and its sub-
space i.e the hypersurface here, is n-dimensional such
thatm = n + 1.This implies there is only one unique
linearly dependent unit normal which can be defined on
the hypersurface.Therefore there is only one unique nor-
mal curvature of subspace in such cases.Or all the curves
through the point P on the hypersurface will have the
same normal curvature till the sense of the tangent at
point P changes.We assume that the work done by surface
tension in stretching of surface is stored as energy on the
hypersurface.This is due to internal interaction between
stationary points on a surface layer always being central.
We calculate the energy of a very thin hypersurface from
the energy-momentum tensor of the enveloping space.We
get an expression for surface tension tensorSαβ in terms
of the energy-momentum tensor T ij of the enveloping
manifold.The energy-momentum tensorT ij for the en-
veloping space is evaluated from the Einstein’s equations
for the source.We also propose a modified action term
for the boundary surface.This is based on the contri-
butions both from the extrinsic curvature and the sur-
face tension in the boundary term.This is useful in cases
where we cannot chose a flat space-time as a reference
background.We propose to choose a reference background
,which is minimal,i.e. the sum of normal curvatures in all
its n-mutually orthogonal directions is zero.We will cal-
culate the action in the Hamiltonian formalism for the
new form boundary term in the following paper.
VI. APPENDIX. I
FIG. 1. V4 space formed by the overlap of V+ and V− spaces
Let the metric on time -like hypersurface be :
ds2 = −(dx0)2 +R2dΩ2 (54)
where x0 is the proper time and xµ ,µ = 0, 2, 3 be
co-ordinates in Σ.Here dΩ2 is identical to dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2
and ξii = 0, 1, 2, 3 those for the enveloping space V4. The
embedding of Σ ⊂ V4 is performed by function ξi(xα)
whose derivatives are eiα equal to
dξi
dξα equal to ξ
i
i , α. Σ
divides V4 atleast locally into two connected components
V+ and V− and the normal ni is defined by:
nin
i = 1 (55)
for a time-like hypersurface and
nin
i = −1 (56)
8for a space-like hypersurface.
nie
i
α = 0 (57)
We define normal ni in this way and ensure that the tan-
gential pressure on the hypersurface is negative both for
a time -like and a space -like hypersurface.This is because
a very thin hypersurface is assumed to be massless. The
orthogonal normal to the hypersurface of V+ space points
outward.The orthogonal normal to the hypersurface V−
space points inward.We assume a special co-ordinate sys-
tem
xi = ξµ (58)
Then x1 = 0 is a co-ordinate hypersurface.The geodesics
cutting orthogonally the hypersurface x1 = 0 are co-
ordinate lines of parameter x1.Then the parameter x1
measures the arc length along these geodesics from x1 =
0.Let Qi be the tangent vector to a geodesic which is
orthogonal to the co-ordinate hypersurface x1 = 0 in
the V+ enveloping space.Then Q
i = (0, dx1, 0, 0) and
the length of Qi is given by
Q2 = a+ijQ
iQj = a+11Q
1Q1 + gµνQ
µQν (59)
where gµν is the metric on the hypersurface of V+
space..Therefore
Q2 = dx1dx1 = a
+
11dx
1dx1 = (dx1)2 = a+11 = 1 (60)
Let P i be the tangent vector to the hypersurface x1 =
0.Here P i equal to (dx0, 0, dx2, dx3).If P i is orthogonal
to Qi then
a+ijQ
iP j = a+1jQ
1P j = 0 (61)
a+1jP
j = 0[Q1 6= 0;P j 6= 0; (j = 0, 2, 3)⇒ a+1j = 0] (62)
The terma+1j = 0 implies that the orthogonal vector field
tangent to the geodesics ,which is parametrized byx1 is
orthogonal to the family of hypersurfaces diffeomorphic
to the given hypersurface.From the differential equation
of geodesics in the enveloping space V+,
d2xi
d(x1)2
+ Γi11
dx1
ds
dx1
ds
= 0 (63)
Γi11 =
1
2
(aij,+)[11, j] = 0therefore[
d2xi
(dx1)2
= 0; i = 0, 1, .., 3]
(64)
Therefore everywhere on the co-ordinate hypersurface we
write:
a+11 = 1; a
+
1j = 0; j 6= 1[
∂a+1j
∂[x1]
= 0; a+1j = 0;
∂a+1j
∂x1
= 0; j 6= 1]
(65)
The line element in the enveloping space V+ is :
ds2 = (dx1)2 + gµνdx
µdxν [µ = ν 6= 1] (66)
By the same analysis the line element in the enveloping
space V− :
ds2 = −(dx1)2 + g−µνdxµdxν [µ = ν 6= 1] (67)
Thus we see that the manifolds of the two enveloping
spaces are different. The hypersurface is time-like in V+
space and space-like in V− space.The definition of nor-
mal curvature is only dependent on the point of contact
of this surfaces and the sense of the normal.Therefore the
world lines of the point of contact P which is a stationary
point in the two enveloping spaces V+ and V− will point
in mutually opposite directions in the frame of the static
spherically symmetric source.Therefore their normal cur-
vatures have the opposite signs.The massless sharacter of
the hypersurfaces in any case ensures that the tangential
pressure is negative, both for the time-like and the space
-like hypersurface.
VII. APPENDIX.II
Let ni in Vn+1 having x
i such that i = 1, 2, .., n + 1,
be the unit normal to the hypersurface Vn having coor-
dinates ξµ : µ = 1, 2..., n.Let Li(h)(h = 1, 2.., n) in Vn+1
be the n unit tangents to n congruences L(h) in the or-
thogonal ennuple of the hypersurface. Vn.Since L
i
(h) is
orthogonal to ni,we write:
Li(h)ni = 0[i = 1, 2..., n+ 1;h = 1, 2..., n] (68)
Differentiating covariantly with respect toxj ,we get
Li(h)ni;j + L
i
(h);jni = 0 (69)
Multiplying by Lj(h) gives:
Li(h)ni;jL
j
(h) + L
i
(h);jniL
j
(h) = 0 (70)
⇒ Li(h);jLj(h)ni = −ni;jLi(h)Lj(h) (71)
− ni;jLi(h)gijLi(h) = −nj;j (72)
The R.H.S. of eq.57 represents the divergence of the unit
normal in the enveloping space Vn+1.The L.H.S. term
can be interpretted as the sum of the normal curvatures
for the n mutually orthogonal directions of the hypersur-
face.we know from Riemannian geometry that ifV m is a
m-dimensional space and Vn is a n-dimensional subspace
of Vm i.e. m > n,then there exists m−n linearly indepen-
dent unit normals to the subspace Vn.Therefore in this
case as the subspace i.e. hyperspace has one dimension
less than the enveloping space ,so there exists only one
9linearly independent normal to the hypersurface.In Rie-
mannian geometry the sum of the normal curvatures in
n-mutually orthogonal directions of the hypersurface is
the mean curavture of the hypersurface.Therefore eq.57
shows that the mean curvature of a hypersurface is neg-
ative of the divergence of unit normal in the enveloping
space.
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